Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in the box.

journalist – occupation – professional – retire - salary – scientist - tour guide - uniform

1. Up to now voters in Florida have always supported the Republican ________________.
2. The police took down personal information, like my name, address and ________________.
3. While most people in developed countries ________________ at the age of 65, some still work on because they need something to do.
4. We asked the ________________ if it was safe to walk in the city at night.
5. The head of the personnel department asked me what professional ________________ I had.
6. Many students in English schools must wear school ________________.
7. The TV station sent a camera ________________ to cover the events at the stadium.
8. ________________ have found out that there is a connection between stress and the way you behave in private.
9. The film star has agreed to a five-year ________________ in which she would make three films.
10. The average ________________ for the job was $40,000 a year.
11. The ________________ prospects for young teachers is not very good at the moment.
12. His friends and former ________________ described him as an ambitious young man.
13. My mother works ________________ in a factory in town. She only has every second weekend off.
14. The foreign ________________ have been told to leave the war zone as quickly as possible.
15. Please send in your ________________, together with a CV, by next Friday.
16. They decided to have a ________________ for lunch and then work on the project again.
KEY

1. Up to now voters in Florida have always supported the Republican candidate.
2. The police took down personal information, like my name, address and occupation.
3. While most people in developed countries retire at the age of 65, some still work on because they need something to do.
4. We asked the tour guide if it was safe to walk in the city at night.
5. The head of the personnel department asked me what professional qualifications I had.
6. Many students in English schools must wear school uniforms.
7. The TV station sent a camera crew to cover the events at the stadium.
8. Scientists have found out that there is a connection between stress and the way you behave in private.
9. The film star has agreed to a five-year contract in which she would make three films.
10. The average salary for the job was $40,000 a year.
11. The employment prospects for young teachers is not very good at the moment.
12. His friends and former colleagues described him as an ambitious young man.
13. My mother works full time in a factory in town. She only has every second weekend off.
14. The foreign journalists have been told to leave the war zone as quickly as possible.
15. Please send in your application, together with a CV, by next Friday.
16. They decided to have a break for lunch and then work on the project again.